Camaro carbon fiber hood
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You did not add any gift products to the cart. Check your available gifts! In the mids the sport
migrated to our shores and soon there was a noticeable uptick in tire sales. In , Houston, Texas,
resident Conrad Grunewald decided to take up drag From trunks to hoods and doors to fenders,
practically anything can be swapped for a carbon fiber version. With that being said, the time
has come to park the Chalk it up to his military background and the efficiency and planning he
utilizes as a superintendent Search Seibon News. News Categories. Modern equipment and the
latest in composite technology employed by us to create an affordable hood with a beautiful
finish. Lip to mount the nose of the hood to is molded into the nose. Headlights will bolt in.
Nose is free of voids so bodywork will be very minimal. Will bolt up to factory fenders or our
fenders. Front clip for the Camaro. They will fit the Mustang from so you may want to put them
on the pages for those years. Hood and clip is one piece. This is the same clip on Kevin Mullins
car. Brand new door handle assembly. Laminated with carbon fiber and a deep clear coat. This
Hood is super light in Carbon Fiber. This piece is very light in Carbon Fiber and is setup for
direct bolt on. Door cups are made in real lightwight carbon fiber and clear coated deep.
Replaces the factory plastic pieces that inset the rubber nose around the headlight. This hood
weights only 9 LBS. Factory 3 piece rear spoiler laminated in real lightweight carbon fiber. We
can put any size fitting in the can you need. For those using vacuum pump this is the can that it
discharges into. Made of carbon and is baffled. Ford Ranger Fiberglass Rear Bumper. Sorry,
this is not available in Carbon Fiber at the moment. Please contact us if you are interested in
getting it made in Carbon Fiber. Available in Fiberglass and Carbon Fiber. Requires hood pins
or Dzus Fasteners. Reaches a height of 8" and slopes back down to 6" at the windsheild. This
hood reaches a height of 8" and slopes back down to 6" at the windsheild. Works with 2,3 and 4
core radiators. Installs in seconds using factory bolts in factory location. Requires drilling to
mount. Includies mounting hardware. T he strut rods are made of carbon fiber tube and the
hardware is aluminum. This hood is lightweight carbon fiber and weights only 8 LBS. Far less of
a visual obstruction than a flat top cowl while still having the 4" clearance over the engine.
Hood raises to a height of 6" then slopes back to 2 at the windshield. This is a 4" Outlaw Style
Cowl. Front Clip no hood for a Mustang. Cowl slopes down at the windshield for easier visibility.
It reaches the height of 8" and slopes back down to 6" at the windsheild. This hood is
lightweight carbon fiber and weighs only 8 LBS. You can buy both the Flat Cowl Hood and
Scoop in fiberglass together at a discounted price! Cowl starts early toward the front of the
hood and is an Outlaw Style. Cowl starts early toward the front of the hood. Trunk lid for the
mustang. Lift off and will require quarter turn fasteners. Cowl is an Outlaw style going to the
windsheild. We can make them with any size fittings you need. For those using a vacuum pump
this is the can that it discharges into. Can is baffled. Can be made with any size fitting. Will
require Dzus fasteners. This hood has an Outlaw Style Cowl. Trimming to desired length
required. Trimming to desired length is required. Hood goes to the windshield. Does not have
the cowl panel made into it. Lined with a core material to prevent rock dings. Carbon Fiber Roll
Bar Covers. Protects from scuffs and adds a detailed look. Can be made with any size fittings.
For those using a vacuum puimp this is the can that it discharges into. Plain Black Carbon Fiber
Sheet 4'x8' in size. Please call if you would like different sizes. Carbon Fiber Front Spoiler for
Camaro. Replaces the factory plastic and is an easy install using factory mounting hardware.
Clear coated deep. Each Door weighs only Pounds! Colors Available : Multiple Colors are
Available Laminate done with real carbon and clear coated deep. Additional Information : Will
require a Lexan window 14lbs in fiberglass and 9. Sonoco style cowl. Outlaw style cowl that
goes to the windshield. Stretched quarter openings for larger tires, Molded Bumper and Frames
for Lexan. Half trunk so that a wing mounted to the body does not have to come off with the
trunk lid. Hood is a lift off version and requires Dzus fasteners. Some trimming of the cowl

where it meets the windshield may be required. Clear Coated and lined to prevent rock chips.
Outlaw cowl to the windshield. Outlaw style cowl to the windshield. Some trimming at
windshield required. Replaces the factory cowl panel. Hood is a windshield length version that
replaces the factory cowl panel. Carbon fiber wiper cowl cover for the Camaro. Replaces the
factory plastic. Some drilling required. Fixture assembled to assure accurate fit. Order them
bare or we can trim and mount a bracket so you can use your factory door panel. Mount for
mirror and speaker pod made to the door. Lexan window required, not included. We made the
door jambs part of the body for those wanting as close to factory looking body as can be made.
Call for Carbon fiber price. Trunk lid for Monte Carlo. Deletes Bumper for a smooth finish. Grand
National style fender vents in carbon fiber. Trick looking vents made in real carbon and not a
screen print! Luv Truck Front Clip. Air dam is two inches lower than the factory fender. Fenders
have the bolt holes in the original location. Will accept factory headlight and grille parts. This is
the lower front valence for the luv truck. This is the shorter of the two velnces that were offered
for the luv truck. Grand National Front Clip. This is the same one David DeMarco is using. Front
clip for C7 Corvette. Wheel openings have 3" offset. Available in carbon fiber only. Carbon fiber
dash for the We replicated the factory texture in the finish. Some trimming required. Visible
fabric pattern. Larger lower valence for the Chevy luv truck. Duplicate of factory lower valence.
Vents can be left closed or open, same price. Carbon fiber luv truck valence. Carbon valence is
duplicate of the factory steel part. All bolt holes are pre drilled. Click Here to view All Products.
Visit our Contact Page. You are Currently Viewing All Parts. This product is very light. Uses
Factory mounting hardware. Made in Fiberglass only. All factory holes for a factory fit. Lower
Front Valence This is the lower front valence for the luv truck. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's
account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically
in your shopping cart! In fact, we carry more carbon fiber hoods than any other company on
Earth! Select Your Vehicle. Year Anderson Composites. Carbon Creations. Extreme Dimensions.
RK Sport. VIS Racing. Carbon Creations 2" Cowl Hood - 1 Piece. Carbon Creations Cowl Hood 1 Piece. Duraflex Z28 Look Hood. Previous 1 2 3 4 5 Next. Not able to find what you are looking
for? Q: Will I have to paint my carbon fiber hood when I receive it? A: No. In fact, for a lot of
people the whole reason for buying a carbon hood is to get that new-age cutting edge race look.
The hood has a clear-coat finish and can literally be installed on your car out of the box.
Because carbon hoods are made to be installed without painting, they are often a more
affordable option than fiberglass or steel hoods after you account for the paint cost. For anyone
who really wants to paint a carbon hood, it is indeed possible since the clear coat finish
responds well to primer. Q: Do you have to buy hood pins if you buy a carbon fiber hood? A:
Hood pins are not necessary when buying a carbon fiber hood if it comes with an OEM metal
latch, but we do recommend them as a safety precaution. They are sold separately on our
website. If the carbon fiber hood does not come with a latch, hood pins are mandatory to be
able to close your hood. We always suggest buying hood pins when purchasing any
light-weight hood for peace of mind; you don't want any chance of your hood flying into your
windshield while you're cruising along on the highway! Q: The hood I'm considering buying
from Andy's is vented and has openings in it that appear to expose it to rain. Should I be
concerned about that? Will it be harmful to my vehicle if rain goes through those vents into my
engine bay? Is there a way to protect against that from happening? A: Adding guards could
potentially defeat the purpose of a vented hood, which is to help cool your engine bay. Some
customers do get creative and add their own diverters under the hood for a custom solution to
the perceived problem, but you would have to figure out how to attach them and whether there's
room under the hood in the first place. That being said, we have never heard of any problems
running a vented hood as-is, and we've done it ourselves for many years without any issues to
speak of. Q: Why buy a carbon fiber hood? A: Carbon fiber hoods give cars a fantastic custom
race look that is very popular. Carbon fiber hoods come with a clear gelcoat that allows you to
see the clean weave of the carbon fiber and that makes it so you don't have to paint your hood.
Additionally, carbon fiber hoods are almost always lighter than factory hoods, so they can help
you improve performance. Vented carbon hoods are a great option because they relieve your
engine of trapped heat, are lighter weight than factory hoods, and give your car a race car
appearance. Q: How do you install a carbon fiber hood? A: Carbon fiber hoods are usually OEM
fit and finish which means un-bolting your factory hood and replacing it with the new
lightweight carbon hood. Little to no modification is needed to get these to fit properly, and they
often come with OEM metal latches for an easy installation. Nevertheless, hood pins are
recommended for use with all carbon fiber hoods. Q: Are there different "grades" or qualities of
carbon fiber hoods? A: Yes. The terms carbon is used loosely. Some companies make the
entire hood skin and skeleton out of carbon. This is rare since carbon is an expensive material.
Some manufacturers make the hood skin out of carbon, and make the skeleton out of

fiberglass. Some companies make their hoods out of fiberglass, and paint it to look like carbon
fiber, but call them carbon fiber hoods but of course, they are just a carbon look, not actual
carbon fiber. To know what "grade" a carbon hood is made of, look for details in the product
description or manufacturer description. Q: Are hood pins required for a fiberglass or carbon
fiber hood? A: We strongly advise using hood pins on all fiberglass and carbon fiber hoods, as
they provide an additional level of safety should the main latch fail or if a strong gust of wind
should peel the hood skin away from its skeleton. Q: Do carbon fiber hoods require any prep
work like fiberglass hoods? Carbon fiber hoods come prefinished and ready to install out of the
box, although they may require some adjustment to sit correctly. As always, we suggest adding
a set of hood pins as an extra safety measure when installing lightweight hoods. Q: Do carbon
fiber hoods come pre-drilled for hood pins? Since there are many different styles of hood pins
available, it is up to our customers to drill the holes themselves to ensure a perfect fit. Filter
Your Results. Carbon Fiber Hoods Amerihood 2. Anderson Composites 6. Carbon Creations
Extreme Dimensions 3. RK Sport 6. VIS Racing 7. Carbon Fiber 5. Duraflex 3. Choose Your
Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About
Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's
Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale
Discounts. Sign Up. Please see each section below for items, photos, and pricing information.
Call to order your parts today! Please note that, unless specified, the parts are interchangeable
between the two models. It features a wider, longer, more gradually sloped cowl scoop that runs
all the way to the windshield. This hood also has a cowl delete that can easily be trimmed off, if
the customer chooses to keep their factory cowl panel. Doors are available with a stock looking
inner and outer panel in our clear carbon finish. Doors can be ordered with a lexan flange at the
top of the door for race car only use, or with a window channel opening at the top of the door
for use with factory window glass and regulator. All factory handles, latches, hinges and
hardware can be used on either style door with holes clearly marked, but not drilled or cut to
allow for custom installation. Built by Ron from Rhodes Custom Auto. Custom Installation
Required. Does NOT work with factory hardware or tail light assembly parts. Bolts to frame,
fenders, and fender wells. No tabs for radiator or hood latch. Made with 1-inch moly tubing.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product Give your Camaro the wide body treatment with these Duraflex and
Carbon Creations components. Choose the individual components to create your own look or
get them all to achieve the complete wide body effect. View Product Details. Product KC. Retro s
Yenko stinger style hoods for Camaro. These high quality hoods will will remove a significant
amount of weight from above the front wheels. They feature a reinforced fiberglass under shell
with a carbon Produ
2002 camry owners manual
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ct GF Get the track-inspired ZL1 style you want with premium Carbon Creations technology.
Manufactured from 2x2 twill weave carbon fiber with a premium gloss, UV protectant finish.
Track-proven strengtha nd performance and is up Track-proven strengthand p erformance and
is up to Create a Stingray Z inspired look with premium Carbon Creations technology. This GT
Concept hood features a scoop insert with 4 open vents. This Circuit hood features a raised
cowl and an open vent. Manufactured from a Get a bold, aggressive look with this TS-1 hood
featuring a raised cowl and 6 open vents. This DriTech carbon fiber hood from Carbon
Creations features a raised cowl and a large, open vent. Features 2 x 2 twill weave and premium
Product C. Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue
to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

